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Abstract

We examine the graded Poincare (GP) Lie algebra of 
Supersymmetry with a view to constructing possible affine 
extensions of the algebra, i.e., extensions of the GP algebra 
which contain as a subalgebra the Lie algebra ga(4,^). We 
restrict our attention in this paper to an examination of the 
finite extensions. We demonstrate explicitly that if we ad
join only a symmetric tensor generator to the GP algebra, 
then such a generator cannot generate all the deformations, 
in particular the shear, of the general affine group GA(4,tf). 
Similarly, we show that adjoining the Supersymmetry generator 
to ga(4,£) cannot lead to closure of the resulting algebra, 
even in the trivial, case. We further demonstrate that the 
GLA ga(4/4,^f) does not contain the Lie algebra ga(4,/g) 
represented over the entire superspace upon which ga(4/4,^) 
is defined.

Graded Lie Algebras^ were introduced in the I’hvsics of 
Particles and Fields in several contexts. In Dual Models 
and Strings' several infinite-dimensional GLA's were applied 
as "supergauge" conditions in the construction of the Spin
ning String and were essential in the removal of divergences, 
etc. In space-time field theory, Supersymmetry3 provided a 
new generalisation of the symmetry concept: Bose-l:ermi sym
metry. The most interesting results have been in the simplifi
cation and partial reduction of ultra-violet divergences in 
various field theories'* and in the construction of Goldstone- 
type models in which supersymmetrv is spontaneously broken by 
a massless spin(J) = 1/2 Vermion.^ Higgs-type models in which 
this Fermion is replaced by the acquisition of mass by a 
J = 3/2 field have also been constructed.

Supersymmetry has also been applied to Gravity, either 
injl4’4 (xy,6a) superspace, first introduced^ as a representa
tion for Supersymmetrv, or directly in Space-time . Though 
some insights have been derived in the first approach,' it is 
the theory of Supergravity8 which emerged from the second 
which has supplied the most interesting results. Spectacular 
progress in the Renormalization of Gravity,^ Positive-definite- 
ness of the Hamiltonian,1® the harmonious cancellation of the 
difficulties relating to charged J = 3/2 fields,11 etc..

Introduction
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represent applications to Gravity, aside from the development 
of Supergravity itself and its Generalizations.12 In a re
cent work, we have suggested a new Group Theory cum Geometry 
approach to these theories.13

In discussing Gravity as a field theory, one is led 
to consider GA(4,^), the General Affine Group of Transforma
tions in a four-dimensional Euclidean (temporarily neglecting 
the Minkowski structure) space-time. This is the Linear sub
group of Einstein's Group of General Coordinate Transforma
tions (GOT) and carries its induced representations.14 In 
a future development of the theory, it would seem natural to 
proceed to a Lie-bracket grading of this group's generator 
algebra. Moreover, a recent generalization of Einstein’s 
Gravity has been suggested1*" in the form of a Gauge Theory of 
GA(4,^), the Metric-Affine theory of Gravity. This has 
hccn further developed as a theory fitting the hadrons in par
ticular.16 It gives rise to intrinsic currents of spin, 
dilation and shear (forming together the hypermomentum tensor) 
which couple to the connection-field (the Yang-Mills field of 
intrinsic GL(4,R), the homogeneous part) in addition to the 
coupling of the energy-momentum tensor to the (metric) 
vierbcin.

To produce intrinsic shear, the hadrons have to belong 
to the recently constructed17 band-spinor infinite representa
tions of GL(3 , ̂  ) , embedded in "polvfields"lf) constructed from 
infinite representations of GL(4,^). As has been recently

pointed out,18 such structures produce bona fide bivalued 
spinorial representations of GL(4,£) and GA(4,^), relevant 
to Gravity theory. Presumably, if we intend to construct 
the Graded Spin-extension of GA(4,£), we should turn to such 
representations. Embedding the conventional J = 1/2 super
symmetry generators of the Graded Poincar€ group in an in
finite set with J = S/2,9/2, etc., and looking for the mini
mal closure with GA(4,yf) might yield a four-dimensional analog

2of the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz Spinning String GLA, perhaps the 
complete Spinning-Space-Time GLA.

However, it seems worthwhile to try first the finite 
possibilities. The generators of GA(4,£), a non-compact Lie 
group, can be classified in terms of its S0(4) subgroup.
IVe identify this S0(4) group with the Lorentz group, neglect
ing temporarily the Minkowski structure of space-time. The 
generators of GA(4,/£) are, in turn, the generators of SO(4)-- 
the anti-symmetric the Translation generators P^, and
a 2nd rank symmetric tensor T representing deformations 
either by Shear (the traceless J = 2 part) or by dilation (the 
trace).

In this paper we wish to discuss how one should proceed 
to extend ga(4,^)--the Lie algebra of GA(4,/Z)--to a finite 
graded Lie algebra. Ke shall address this problem from three 
different angles. To begin with we consider the Z2-graded 
spinor extension of the Poincare algebra, GP, i.e., super- 
symmetry.'3 Ke adjoin to this algebra a 2nd rank symmetric
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tensor generator T and examine what restrictions the graded 
Jacobi Identity'*' places on its commutation relations with the 
other elements of the algebra, when we require the minimally 
extended algebra to close on itself. We find that this re
quires the spin-2 part of Tyv "not to see" the supersymmetry 
generator, while the spin-0 part behaves as the sum D + E 
of the scalar generators of the superconformal algebra

3 IDSU(2,2/1). This is consistent with the Cartan Theorems, 
stating the inexistence of (finite) spinors in GL(n,^). 
Furthermore, the spin-2 part of Tyv cannot generate the Shear 
deformations.

Approaching the problem from a slightly different point 
of view, we next examine the Lie algebra ga(4,^), and attempt 
to extend it by adjoining a Lorentz spinor generator S.
Again, postulating closure of the resulting graded Lie algebra, 
we use the graded Jacobi Identities to restrict the commuta
tion and anti-commutation properties of S. The result is more 
startling in this case--the algebra cannot close without the 
addition of other generators, even in the simplest case when 
the supersymmetry generators anti-commute.

We next examine the graded Lie alr.ebra of the group 
GA(4/4,^). This is the linear subgroup of GCT in the Salam-

/ 7
Strathdee superspace. • The Bose sector of ga(4/4,/£,) con
sists of two ga(4,/£) algebras, one generating the affine 
transformations in x-space, and the other generating the affine 
transformations in 9-space. Our purpose is to find the closure,
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within ga(4/4, of an algebra containing the generators 
J, P and S, and a symmetric tensor T. IVe identify the 
smallest closed subalgebra of ga(4/4,^) which achieves this 
result. However, again we find that the symmetric tensor T 
cannot be identified any more as a deformation generating 
operator. T does generate "orbital" deformations in the 
space-time sector, but not in the spin sector. Again, this 
is consistent with the requirement of band-spinors for "in
trinsic" deformations. Furthermore, the resulting algebra 
contains extra generators besides those already considered.

We now proceed to exhibit our results explicitly. In 
section 2 we discuss the attempt to extend the GP algebra.
In section 3 we briefly consider the Minimal-spinor-extension 
of ga(4,^), and in section 4 we examine the GLA Ra(4/4,/£), 
and identify the relevant subalgebra. In this paper we use 
the notation of Corwin, Xe'eman and Sternberg.^
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The generators of the GP algebra are, in turn, the 
generators of the Poincarfi Lie algebra, J and P., and a

U V A

Lorentz spinor generator Sa. The commutation relations which 
characterize this algebTa are

Section 2. Extension of the GP algebra3

1JW V J*P] “ irV p JvA + invAJup ' irW v p  • invpJ|iA

[ J  >P\]  = " i n  % P +■ i n  ,P1 uv ’ A ‘ ii > v vX U

[Pp .PJ - 0

(j ,s 1 = - 1(0 ) .S.1 yv> aJ uv'ab b

K ’ S n ]  =  0

<Sa ,Sb} = -2(YAC)abPx . (2.1)

This algebra is Z, graded, J and Px belonging to thi even 
gradation and Sa belonging to the odd gradation. The ,;raded 
Jacobi Identity for a GLA is

where x fc L^, y & L̂  and K = even for even gradin>
= odd for odd grading.
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We wish to adjoin a symmetric 2nd rank tensor generator 
T^. Thus its commutation relation with J is given to us as

[JU V ' V  = -inuATvp + invATMP - inMpTAv + ir,VpTA,i (2'3)

The form of the other commutation relations is open to us, so 
we write their generic form as

fT u V P xI = A u v x \  ♦ B u v X a B J a!i *  C ^ xa \ B 

fTuv'Sal = D,vabsb

lTUV’TXpl = E^ A p “Pa * FWvApa8jaB + S v A p ^ a B  ■ <2-4>

Here we have made use of the remaining property of a graded 
Lie algebra, namely

tLk,Lt̂  C  Lk*i

the commutation relations are consistent with the grading 
chosen. V-rom their defining commutation relations (2.4), the 
undetermined coefficients have the following symmetry properties

, u . J
AUvA = vuA

S ,a8 = B ,a8 = -B .Ba
VIVX VpA 11V A

„ ctg _ ^ a6 „ £ 8a 
d\i\>X vvjX uvX
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D b = D b yva vya

E , a . F , and G , are symmetric under (y v) yvAp ’ yvAp yvAp 1
and (X «* p) and are anti-symmetric under (yv) +♦ (Ap)

c <*0 » -p yvAp yvAp

G - G . Ba . (2.S)yvXp y v A p

We further note that the most general form for Dyvab is

D b
yva

Use of Jacobi identiy for [T ,{Sa,Sfe>] leads us to the result

and

B X p y “ 6  *  0

CXpy“6 = ° *  (2-7)

AXpy“ " *«-Ap»ya • 2̂-8)

All of the Jacobi identities are consistent with the form (2.6) 
for D a**. The F-coefficier 
Jacobi identity in the case
for D ab. The F-coefficient is shown to vanish from the

id

while we also derive the relation

G > a6n , = 0 (2.9)y v X o a o '

from this same identity. Now, the form of the E- and G- 
coefficients can be seen from general covariance requirements. 
Without considering spinor quantities (e.g., >-matrices), or
constant vectors, we cannot construct a quantity such as
E . which has an odd number of vector indices. On the yvab
other hand, the G-coefficient could have the form

G i aS = a,n n, naS + a,n (n,an S + n,6n a) yvXp 1 'yv 'Ap 2 'yv 1 A p 'A p ’
, a 6 . 6 a ,  ♦ a, n i (n n +ri n ) 3 Jo' y v 'y 'v

However, from the symmetric requirements 12.5'), we see at once 
that a^ = 0 and a^ = -a^ = -c, i.e.,

GUvXp“B = c lnyv(nxanp8 + n\6,’p“) ' nXp(nu“nvB + V V 1' •

Furthermore, this form is consistent with the restriction (2.9), 
and in fact with all the other Jacobi identities.

We group together our results as follows:

tT„ V Pxl ■ 2a% v p\

lTyv-Sal ‘ \ v f a5ab + b(' V a blSt
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[T ,T, ] = 2c [n T. • n, T ] (2.11)
1 pv ’ A p J 1 pv Ap Ap pv* '

From the second of these equations we see at once that the 
spin-2 part of the traceless symmetric tensor T(2)^v =

' uv ' k v T Joes not "see" the Supersymmetry generator Sa . 
On the other hand, the spin zero part, T(0)yv = J*iuvT where 
T = nApT » does as is seen fromA p

fT< ° W V  = V (a6ab + b < * s W Sb •

From this we see at once that T(0) is just t^e sum of the 
two spin-0 operators D and H of the superconformal algebra 
SU(2,2/1 )

TfO) = n (£aD + JL-bE) f  ]->i
' pv uv l 3i  I - • J - 1

where [D.SJ = isQ and [E,Sa) - 3i (y & )a|>Sb.1
Furthermore, from the third of equations (2.11) we see 

that T doos not generate deformations, even if c were to 
vanish. The commutation of two deformations should yield the 
Lorentz Generators, and we have already seen that in the third 
commutation relation of (2.4), the F-coefficients are forced to 
vanish.
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The general affine group of transformations is the 
semi-direct product of the general linear group with the group 
of translations. Thus, as generators of the general affine 
group in four dimensions we have the anti-symmetric rotation 
generators J(IV, the symmetric deformation generators T ^  and 
the translation generators P . The Lie algebra of these gen
erators is given by the following commutation relations

Section 3. Minimal extension of GA(4,^)

I - V V  = ^ p p ^ v A invAJ pp ‘ inpAJ vp ‘ invpJ pA

lJpv*PA] ‘ *inp A Pv + inv A Pp

*J p v ,TAp} -inp A Tvp * inppT Av + ^AJpp + inpVT Xp

[T p v ’T Ap) = *npA^vp inppJ Av + inAvJ pp - inpvJ Ap

Ituv-pa1 = -inp A Pv> • inv\Pp

|pu.pv] - o

No now consider extending this algebra in a minimal fashion 
by adding to it a Lorentz spinor generator, which we denote 
by S , though it should not be confused with the generator of 
section 2. Thus we have

2^°pv^ab^b (3.2)
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The other commutation relations, using just the closure and 
the %2 grading, take the generic form

T̂|i\»,Sa^ * Apvabsb 

I V Sal " Bu a \

<Sa*Sb> * “ab^a * EabaBjaB + " a b ^ a B  ' C3'3>

However, it is a straightforward exercise to check that 
these relations are not consistent with the graded Jacobi iden
tities. This follows from the identity

rSc’£ W ] ' ffSc-TyvJ'TXpJ * fTu v’fSc’T*pJJ (3.*)

and from the most general form for A,,, ^ , namely
(I V o

A„vab * W ‘Sab * ^ s W  •

With this form the right hand side of (3.4) vanishes, whereas 
the left hand side gives us

1 {n , -  n cj, + n, o - r, o, } .S. (3.5)2 'pX vp 'pp Xv Xv up pv Xu ab b 1 J

and this does not vanish.
We are forced to conclude from this result that the assump

tion of closure of the graded Lie algebra after minimal extension

14

by the addition of a Lorentz spinor generator was false. Al-
ready from section 2, we can see that this result .s possible, 
for there we had closure but could not generate the deforma
tions.
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In this section we shall be examining the graded Lie 
algebra of GA(4/4,✓?), and some of its closed sub-algebras. 
GA(4/4,^) can be viewed as the (pseudo) group of general affine 
transformations in a space which has four Bose dimensions 
and four Fermi dimensions, a space commonly referred to as 
superspace. This is the linear subgroup of the GCT on super- 
spaco. The Bose sector of ga(4/4(/C) is ga(4,^)I * ga(4,^),, 
where GA(4,^)1 is the group of affine transformations on the 
Bose space, and GA(4,£)2 is the group of affine transforma
tions on the Fermi space. The S0(4)j subgroup of GA(4,^) 
is also defined over the Fermi space--in fact this is the de
fining feature of the variables of that space. We choose the 
variables of the Fermi space to transform as spinors under 
the S0(4)j subgroup.

We can realize the generators of the algebra ga(4/4,/t) 
by the differential representations

Section 4. ga[4/4.^) and its graded sub-algebras

J = i (x 3 - x 3 )UV  p V V VI

Tuv = i(V v  + V v >

P, = - i 3 
11 VI

GA(4, * \  acting on the Bose space

Lab = i0a38b = l6a3b

“ -idr

GA(4 ./€\ acting on the Fermi space

16

ft = 0 3  ap a u

Odd generators, causing transitions 
f from Bose to Fermi dimensions 

and vice versa. (4.1)

Here 6a is an anti-commuting Majorana spinor, which is thus 
real by our conventions. Ke use right-differentiation, so that

a (9,0 ) = o.fi - e fiu (4.2)a b c b ca c ba 1
where

(8b ,8c> = 0 .

From this realization of the generators we find the com
mutation relation of the graded Lie algebra to be

(1) the commutation relations (3.1) for J, T and P 
(21 for the remaining generators

’Hrd1 *®adH:b i6cbLad

fLab ••V = i <5 N. ac b

[ Jp V '^Aa^ = inv A ^ a - ir,uAQva

1 yv •Ra>] = invARavi • ^ “av

[T1 yv ’̂ Aa* = invA%a + irVAQva

(T1 vv = -invARap ■

tPp^Xa-



^ua'^bv^ m j^ab^Mv * * Z^uv^ba (4.3)

and all others vanish. There are in all 72 generators.
For our own purposes it will be more convenient to work 

with a slightly different set of generators. Rather than the 
16 generators L ^ used above, we use the equivalent set of 
Lorentz covariant generators

V = (c% v C)abLab

- (CyuC)abLab

> •e ii (CYyY5C)abLab

F5 * C^5C’abLab

F = (C1C>abLab

(Here C is the Charge Conjugation Matrix.)
These are, respectively, tensor, vector, axial vector, pseudo
scalar and scalar generators under the action of Lorentz 
transformations. The commutation relations amongst this set 
of generators are

IS

t \ v ' V Apl - 2 [ % P V v A * % \ v,

tvw.vv] ■ -2 Vyv

I W  = -2V UV

tVM V Vxl ■ 2 1" a A  • " A u V

Ivp v ax1 = 2(nx A  - n A p V

r v A v  1" -2i% v h

I V Fsl = -2iA(j

t A p * F s J  = + 2iVu (4.5)

and all others vanish. The commutation relations with the other 
generators of the algebra can be easily evaluated from equations
(4.3).

As can be seen from the 1st relation of (4.5), yV 
furnishes a representation of the S0(4)j generators Juv. over 
the 6-part of superspace. Thus we have 2 representations of 2 
S0(4) groups over 0 -space:

S 0 <4 >1 ••• K v  ■ - T<CouvCV u V b  = iPaJab9b 

50 W  2 ••• 7<Lmn ’ Ln»> = i0a Cab‘b

[t is straightforward to see that, since 4et Cran = 0, while
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Jet j, v i l', these are not equivalent representations of an 
SiM 4) croup.

We can now identify the GP subalgebra of global Super- 
:.> Kiinet ry, which acts on both sections of the superspace. We 
denote the generators by script letters, and they are

J = J + iv 
|ju pv 2 uv

P = Pu u

S.. = -CabNb - J{YU)abRhpa

= -cabNb - T(rR)a (*-6>

Ihcse generators satisfy the GP commutation relations of equa
tions (2.1). We notice that (y ‘R)_ is one of the spin-1/2U
projections of R . For the present this is the only projec- ay
tion of R that we have need of.

We can further identify a 2nd rank symmetric tensor gen
erator 7" with respect to In this there are two arbi
trary parameters A and B

♦ 2n (A«nh - B(Y,)ahH nh (4.7)

The commutation relations with the generators of (4.6) are
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and

lJ u V T Xpl ■ - i V J u p  • i n » p T Av + l n » v T uo +

lT y v>S a '  ■ -i n p v ‘ -2Afiab + 2 B ( V a b 1Sb ♦ i n u v ( A ^ j ( Y - R ) a

fT uv-PAl = - ir|v A Pp ( 4 ‘ 8)

fTU V ’T A p } = lr,1iAfJvp ' 2Vv p J ' lr)u p fJAv ' 2V A v J

in, [J - iv ] - in [J, - yV, ] . (4.9)Au' up 2 up p v 1 Ay 2 Au • 1

From (4.9) we see that does not generate the deformations,
as on taking the commutation of two T-transformations we are
not left with a pure J-transformation. We further notice that
Jyv, P , Sa and 7 ^  do not close to form a subalgebra of
ga(4/4,^). In the case A = -1/4, we need to consider also
the generator while in the general case (A { -1/4) we
should also include (y -R) . The commutation relations of V,1 a Ap

with J, P, S and T are as follows:

^ liv’̂Ap^ ~ *^nyp'vA + nvA^up n pAV vp nv p % A ^

ITu V VApl

Isa>VAp) = •i(0Ap^abSb + ( ( V a b ^ P  ' (V a b RbA) . (4.1 0)

Clearly then we also need to include the generator Rbp, even 
in the case A = -1/4. Its commutation relations are



Grouping together the sets of commutation relations (2.1), (4.8), 
(4.9), (4.10), (4.11) and the first of equations (4.5), we see 
that the 42 generators Jyv, T , Py , and Ra)j close to form 
a graded subalgebra of GA(4/4,^).

What we have constructed is the smallest graded subalgebra 
of GA(4/4,^) which contains both the GP algebra of simple 
Supersymmetry and a second rank symmetric Tensor generator 
(under Lorentz transformations). However, we have explicitly 
seen that this symmetric tensor generator does not generate 
deformations, and so we cannot consider the algebra we have 
found to be the Supersymmetric extension of ga(4,^).

In this paper we have re-examined the algebra of Super
symmetry with a view to extending it in the direction of the 

general affine transformations. The extension of the GP-algebra 
to the graded Conformal algebra SU(2,2/N1 has been known 
since shortly after Supersymmetry itself was introduced.-'
Our attempts in this direction have not led to the more in
teresting physical solutions containing complete deformations.
On the other hand, the cases we have examined might well be 
useful for less ambitious purposes.

The general affine groups of transformations are charac
terized by their 2nd rank symmetric tensor generators which 
on commutation yield the generators of their special orthogonal 
subgroup. Thus as a first attempt, in section 2, we adjoined 
to the GP algebra a 2nd rank symmetric tensor. Requiring that 
the resulting operators close on commutation, and using the 
graded Jacobi identities, we found that the adjoined tensor 
generator does not generate deformations. In fact, the 
analysis showed that the traceless (shear) or spin-2, part 
commutes with the supersymmetry generators, while the trace, 
or spin-0, part behaves like a linear combination of the scalar 
and pseudo-scalar generators of SU(2,2/1) (i.e., the dilations 
and chiral transformations). On commutation amongst themselves, 
the symmetric tensor generators can at most reproduce them
selves, or vanish.

■> 1

Section S. Discussion
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We examined essentially the same problem, from a different 
point of view in soction 3. There, we began with the general 
affine group GA(4 ,/e). and considered adjoining to its Lie 
algebra a generator transforming as a spinor operator under 
the S0(4) subgroup of GA(4,^). We demonstrated implicitly 
that the resulting algebra could not close: not even trivially 
.. ith the Supersymmetry generators anti-commuting.

We are thus led inexorably to consider larger graded Lie 
algebras. The example we examined in section 4 is realized 
most simply on superspace. It is the GLA of the linear sub
group of the general coordinate transformations on superspace,
S’,a I 4/4 , ft) . The Hose sector of this GLA consists of ga(4,^)j * 

where ga (4  ̂ acts on the x-space and ga(4,/£), 
acts on the v-ipace. However, the SO(4)^ subgroup of GA(4,/£)j 
also acts on y-space, defining the t>' s as spinor co-ordinates. 
Making use of this defining feature of the superspace ve 
identified the GP subalgebra of ga(4/4,/J.). This algebra was 
extended to include the most general 2nd rank symmetric tensor- 
generator. For closure, however, other generators of ga(4/4,^) 
were required. From the resulting commutation relations it is 
apparent that the symmetric tensor generators do not generate 
complete deformations.

This analysis is telling us that we cannot represent the 
T generators of GA(4,y€) linearly on the 0-space. In actual 
fact, there is no non-linear differential representation either. 
This follows from the result that the C,Cl group on - space is

24

generated by a finite dimensional GLA. There are 64 generators 
in all, represented as follows with the multiplicities and 
gradings shown

Generators Multiplicity Grading
3
36a

4 -1

fi 3 
b 3ea

16 0

ec9b d ra
24 + 1

9dec9b W -  a
16 + 2

M hM k d h 4 + 3

3the grading operator being 6a . The only possibility to
represent Tyv with the correct covariant structure would utilize
Pi9 . but these generators actually commute,
u C D a tfg

This finding may well have intrinsic importance. On super
space, as it is conventionally defined, we cannot represent the 
group GA14 ). Thus, the full potential of Gravity cannot be 
realized on such spaces. As we have seen there are defined on 
such spaces algebras more general than the GP algebra. It re
mains to be seen whether or not the algebra we have exhibited 
possesses double-valued representations of the band-spinor type. 
In the meantime we conjecture that the algebra does not possess 
such representations. Thus, we are led to the result that em
bedding space-time in a larger space in which one specific
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realization of spin is selected, automatically eliminates the 
possibility of holonomic spinors, intrinsic shear, etc., and 
thus restricts gravity in at least its spin degrees of freedom.

At any rate, it seems apparent that if we restrict our 
attention to spin-1/2 generators alone, we cannot extend the 
GP algebra in the affine direction. Our next avenue of in
vestigation is to examine GLA's with higher spin Supersymmetry 
generators. In the light of the above discussion we do not 
restrict our attention to a finite spin. We adjoin to ga(4,J?)
an operator which transforms as a GA(4 ,j£ )-spinor. Such

18spinors have recently been shown to exist, and they are 
infinite dimensional representations of the group. However, 
as their structure is not fully known as yet, we shall have to 
content ourselves with an analysis of GA(3,JZ.), for which the 
multiplicity-free spinor representations have been classified.1' 
It is an intriguing possibility that the realization of such 
a group of transformations as the symmetry group of a "super
space" would require a superspace with a countably infinite 
number of spinor sectors. Such a program of investigation offers 
more interesting possibilities, and will be reported elsewhere.
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